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Ephesians 5:11, 13-16:  "And have no fellowship with the unfruitful works of 
darkness, but rather reprove them. But all things that are reproved are made 
manifest by the light: for whatsoever doth make manifest is light. Wherefore he 
saith, Awake thou that sleepest, and arise from the dead, and Christ shall give 
thee light. See then that ye walk circumspectly, not as fools, but as wise, 
Redeeming the time, because the days are evil."  
The 1828 Noah Webster Dictionary defines: 
Reprove: To blame, to convince of a fault, or to make it manifest, to excite a 
sense of guilt. 
Circumspectly: Cautiously; with watchfulness every way; with attention to guard 
against surprise or danger. 
Matthew 24:24:  "...if it were possible, they shall deceive the very elect."  
II Corinthians 2:11:  "Lest Satan should get an advantage of us: for we are not 
ignorant of his devices."  
II Chronicles 7:14: "If my people, which are called by my name, shall humble 
themselves, and pray, and seek my face, and turn from their wicked ways; then 
will I hear from heaven, and will forgive their sin, and will heal their land."  

 



Proverbs 29:16: When the wicked are multiplied, transgression increaseth: but 
the righteous shall see their fall.  
Psalm 119:114-117: Thou art my hiding place and my shield: I hope in thy word.  
Depart from me, ye evildoers: for I will keep the commandments of my God. 
Uphold me according unto thy word, that I may live: and let me not be ashamed of 
my hope. Hold thou me up, and I shall be safe: and I will have respect unto thy 
statutes continually. 
Daniel 3:17-18: If it be so, our God whom we serve is able to deliver us from the 
burning fiery furnace, and he will deliver us out of thine hand, O king. But if not, 
be it known unto thee, O king, that we will not serve thy gods, nor worship the 
golden image which thou hast set up. 

 
Judge Lifts Ban on Planned Parenthood Videos...New Release Shows CEO Joking 
About WHOLE BABIES...  

Los Angeles Superior Court 
Judge Joanne O'Donnell ruled on 
Friday afternoon the Center for Medical 
Progress has First Amendment rights 
to release videos it covertly took 
of StemExpress executives talking 
about buying aborted baby tissue from 
Planed Parenthood. Almost 
immediately afterwards, 
CMP released a new video that among 
other thing showed the StemExpress 
CEO joking about receiving dead 
babies from Planned Parenthood (over 

lunch). 
This latest video is only two minutes long and is more of a trailer of things to 
come. Most of its content was made up of bits and pieces of previous videos. The 
one new section featured Cate Dyer, the CEO of StemExpress in a lunch meeting 
with undercover operatives posing as representatives of a biotech firm. Dyer is 
seen laughing about how StemExpress purchases fully intact aborted babies 
from Planned Parenthood. As she paid the check, Dyer appears to be 
laughing about how lab recipients of the aborted babies go into shock when they 
open a box to find an "intact case" (whole body): 
“Oh, yeah, if you have intact cases, which we’ve done a lot, we sometimes ship 
those back to our lab in its entirety." 
“Tell the lab it’s coming; they’ll open the box and go, ‘Oh, my God!” 

 
Thousands protest outside Planned Parenthood clinics around the country 

Thousands of prolife activists descended upon Planned Parenthood clinics on 
Saturday to participate in a nationwide protest aimed at cutting off federal 
funding for the controversial health-care organization. 
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The demonstrations unfolded at about 320 clinics around the nation, according to 
organizers, with some gatherings drawing a few dozen protesters and others 
drawing hundreds and perhaps thousands more. 
The protests kicked off at 9 a.m. Saturday and included speakers, prayer groups 
and chants, as well as signs distributed by organizers that said “Planned 
Parenthood sells baby parts.” 
Protest in St. Paul, Minnesota. #ProtestPP #DefundPP (via @davidcrabb) 
pic.twitter.com/YiL69fQpZR 
— The Gospel Coalition (@TGC) August 22, 2015 
Final count 1600 #prolife ppl at #protestpp in Aurora IL #plannedparenthood 
#defundpp @ProLifeAction @EricScheidler pic.twitter.com/qsIYu6fGP8 
— Jill Stanek (@JillStanek) August 22, 2015 
A count was taken just now at Fort Worth Planned Parenthood Protest. At least 
520! #ProtestPP 
— David T Welch (@davidtwelch) August 22, 2015 
Hundreds lining streets around Planned Parenthood in SE Houston in today's 
protest, one of dozens across country pic.twitter.com/QY1mkSN2Cx 
— St. John B. Smith (@stjbs) August 22, 2015 
Plano #ProtestPP growing to over 350 folks. Where are you standing for life?? 
@ADFmedia @LilaGraceRose @LiveAction pic.twitter.com/nS1wm9Sl8e 
— Britton Church (@bchurch0812) August 22, 2015 
Over 600 #ProtestPP in Columbus! @createdequalorg #PPSellsBabyParts 
#DefundPP pic.twitter.com/OpChx9vrWt 
— Seth Drayer (@sethdrayer) August 22, 2015 
This is the Grenier family—six of the 850+ protestors at the Falls Church, VA 
@PPact demonstration. #ProtestPP pic.twitter.com/0caUFheeeO 
— J.C. Derrick (@jcderrick1) August 22, 2015 
Amazing! Over 1K come out to #ProtestPP in Aurora, IL! #PlannedParenthhood 
pic.twitter.com/W3UDA79w2k 
— Mrs. Kopp (@koppmom) August 22, 2015 
Probably 600 or so protesting in Lincoln, Nebraska. Stretch of about 1/4 mile. 
@Channel8ABC #ProtestPP pic.twitter.com/lJBXmF1G7p 
— Morality Is Freedom (@MoralsToFreedom) August 22, 2015 

 
From: Lisa  
Subject: Listener Question about Getting Unsubscribed From the “Contending 
For Truth” Newsletters 
Dear Dr. Johnson, I don't know how I became unsubscribed.  Can you please reverse 
so I may receive your eaudios, newsletters and health reports?   
---------------------------------------- 
Scott Johnson’s Response: If you forward my newsletters to someone and don't 
remove the unsubscribe link at the bottom, someone can unsubscribe for you.  See 
below on how to resubscribe. God bless! 
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September Doomsday & Apocalypse - Experts Predict Crisis Of Epic Proportions 
- 'There Will Be Panic In The Streets From Wall Street To Shanghai' 

By Susan Duclos - All News PipeLine 
"We’re on the verge of a much worse financial crisis 
than the one we went through in 2008 and it’s going to 
take the form of a currency crisis. You’re talking about 
currency wars. American is going to win the currency 
war, which is a race to the bottom, and you don’t want 
to win a currency war because a currency war is 
different from most wars in that the object is to kill 

yourself and unfortunately, we’re going to succeed." - Peter Schiff (Video below article) 
A variety of financial news came out over the weekend and this morning which perhaps 
explains the overwhelming amount of ink dedicated to the "September 
Apocalypse" in recent months. 
The Telegraph reports that central bankers have "lost control"  and the "Doomsday 
clock for global market crash strikes one minute to midnight," detailing a convergence of 
events that have occurred over the last months, to which Trends Forcaster Gerald 
Celente asserts will lead to "panic on the streets from Wall Street to Shanghai, to 
the UK down to Brazil," as we "see one market after another begin to collapse." 
Analyst Larry Edelson predicts the financial crisis will be of "epic proportions," and will 
"bring Europe, Japan and the United States to their knees, sending nearly one billion 
human beings on a roller-coaster ride through chaos for the next five years. A ride like 
no generation has ever seen." 
Canadian entrepreneur and editor of The Dollar Vigilante Jeff Berwick touches on time-
frame issue, stating "There's enough going on in September to have me incredibly 
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curious and concerned about what's going to happen." 
Sputnik News informs us that "market 
participants are predicting a 46% probability of a 
September hike," which will be the trigger to the 
Dollar sell-off which could drop to 20 percent 
after the expected announcement.   
While the world may not end in September, 
financial experts from across the spectrum are 
predicting not just a US economic collapse, but 
for a total global economic apocalypse. 
Looking at The Telegraph article we see a large 
list, from the commodity collapse, where the 
"Bloomberg Global Commodity index, which 

tracks the prices of 22 commodity prices, fell to levels last seen at the beginning of this 
century," shown in the chart below, to the resource sector crisis, to the credit markets 
roll over, and more - as the dominoes begin to fall fast and hard. 
Peter Schiff, CEO of Euro Pacific Capital and bestselling author spoke with with 
Newsmax TV on Tuesday, saying attention to China's devaluation shouldn't be the 
focus and attention should be on the impending US dollar collapse. 
“So this move was motivated not by the exchange rate between the yuan and the dollar, 
but between the yuan and all the other currencies because the dollars is in a bubble 
right now,” he said. “The dollar is very overvalued … and the dollar is a bubble. This 
dollar bubble is going to burst.” 
Schiff joins the discussion at approximately the 1:55 minute mark in the video below. 
Note at the 4:50 mark, where Schiff discusses the amount of gold China is accumulating 
and why. In discussing the importance of investing in precious metals, Schiff asserts 
"get out of the Dollar before the bottom drops out." 
Play: https://youtu.be/TJR3TRG8zwA  

 
BOMBSHELL: China and America already at war: Tianjin explosion carried out by 

Pentagon space weapon in retaliation for Yuan 
currency devaluation... Military helicopters 
now patrolling Beijing   
by Mike Adams, the Health Ranger, NaturalNews 
Editor  
(NaturalNews) EXCLUSIVE: Mainland Chinese 
dissidents have handed Natural News the 
following bombshell story. 
The Tianjin explosion was waged as an act of 
"kinetic retaliation" by the Pentagon in 
response to China's currency war Yuan 
devaluation, according to dissident sources from 
mainland China. The Chinese government has put 
in place unprecedented secrecy surrounding the 
mysterious explosion, and aggressive police state 

tactics are now being invoked to control the flow of information surrounding this event. 
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"Last week's explosions sent massive fireballs into the sky and hurled burning 
debris across the industrial area at the world's 10th-largest port, burning out 
buildings and shattering windows kilometres away," reports the Daily Mail UK. 
The Chinese government's official explanation for the explosion, which has now killed 
114 people, is a complete whitewash. China is going to declare regional martial law in 
the next 18 days, Natural News has learned, in order to exercise total control over the 
movement of people and information. The government has banned reporters from 
entering the area and has begun arresting bloggers who promote what the government 
calls "conspiracy theories" regarding the cause of the massive explosion. 
China has blacked out reporting on Tianjin in exactly the same way the U.S. 
media blacked out reporting on Dr. William Thompson, the CDC whistleblower 
who admitted the CDC buried evidence linking vaccines to autism. In both China 
and the United States, when the government doesn't want the citizens to know 
something, it censors the story across the entire state-run media, invoking 
"information totalitarianism." 

Both before and after the massive explosion, the 
Chinese government has been flying "black 
helicopters" in formation across Beijing. Chinese 
dissidents took numerous photos of these 
helicopters and were able to deliver these 
exclusive pictures to Natural News: 
Chinese dissidents have told Natural News they 
have reason to believe the attack on Tianjin is a 
warning shot from the United States, which is 
terrified that China is on the verge of announcing 
its own gold-backed currency while declaring a 

fire sale on U.S. debt holdings. 
The actions would collapse the U.S. dollar and destroy the U.S. economy, sending 
the United States into economic freefall. The "Rod of God" weapon deployment by 
the U.S. Pentagon, we're told, was America's "shot across the bow" to send a 

powerful warning message to China 

while disguising the attack as a domestic 
chemical explosion. 
Timeline of events: China devalues 
currency, then Pentagon strikes in mere 
hours 
Consider the calendar of events in all this: 
August 11, 2015: China devalues the Yuan by 1.9%, sending "shockwaves" around the 
world and setting off a "devastating" impact to the U.S. economy. 
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August 12, 2015: Tianjin struck by Pentagon's secret "Rod of God" weapon, a space-
based top-secret kinetic weapon that can be dropped from high orbit to strike almost 
any land-based target. The weapon instantly destroys six city blocks on the edge of 
the city of Tianjin, sending a message to China that's eerily similar to the message 
sent by the United States in the dropping of the world's first atomic weapons on 
Hiroshima and Nagasaki in World War II.  
August 16, 2015: Obama issues stern warning "...about the presence of Chinese 
government agents operating secretly in the United States," reports The New York 
Times. "And it comes at a time of growing tension between Washington and Beijing on a 
number of issues: from the computer theft of millions of government personnel files that 
American officials suspect was directed by China, to China's crackdown on civil 
liberties, to the devaluation of its currency." 
The "Rod of God" weapon consists primarily of a kinetic weapon arriving with 
unimaginable kinetic energy... more than a small tactical nuclear weapon, in fact, giving 
it the appearance of a tactical nuke. 
U.S. websites are now speculating that the Tianjin explosion was a U.S. space-based 
weapons test involving a "Rod of God" weapon dropped from orbit. "The [resulting] 
lake [crater] in China proves a 5 kiloton blast, possibly nuclear or possibly from a space 
based 'rod from God' (pictured to the left) weapon [was] deployed by the space plane," 

says The Unhived Mind. 
"After looking through the images of the 
soviet nuclear tests, the new lake in 
China appears to have been made by a 
slightly sub surface burst of at least a 5 
kiloton nuclear bomb... This was NOT an 
accident and the fracture pattern around 
the crater proves a sub ground burst. If 
it was a sub ground burst, then a small 
nuclear weapon is the biggest 
possibility…And if it was not a nuke, it 
was something else incredibly huge, but 

not a fuel air bomb because fuel air bombs will not leave craters." 
Space-based kinetic weapons "dropped" onto targets are explained by Popular Science 
in this article from 2004: 
When instructed from the ground, the targeting satellite commands… The guided rods 
to enter the atmosphere, protected by a thermal coating, traveling at 36,000 feet per 
second--comparable to the speed of a meteor. The result: complete devastation of the 
target, even if it's buried deep underground. explains Armaghplanet.com. 
Martial law will be declared across Beijing in the coming days, dissidents have 
told Natural News. Meanwhile, the Chinese government -- which runs a massive 
state-controlled firewall that snoops into all internet traffic and blocks VPN 
access -- has added "Tianjin" as a red flag keyword to its internet traffic filtering. 
Local police raids have already begun at the locations of bloggers and independent 
journalists who have attempted to report true stories on what really happened at Tianjin. 
The Chinese government is engaged in a total cover-up. 
Natural News has learned that the Chinese government is now setting up roadside 
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checkpoints near and around both Tianjin and Beijing. Additional security measures 
now in place to control the movement of people include: 
• All hotels are reporting details of visitors to the government, including passport 
numbers, nationalities, names and phone calls made from the rooms. 
• Tourists who don't stay in hotels are now required to register with local police or 
risk arrest. The Chinese government has mandated that it must know the location of 
every person at all times. 
• Red armbands are now being worn by workers to indicate they are serving as Stasi-
like obedient police snitches. The red armbands indicate total obedience to the 
government, and the workers wearing them have all been trained in how to spot 
dissident behavior. It's China's version of "If you see something, say something" just as 
was pushed in the United States. 
• In preparation for China's Sep. 3 celebration for the defeat of Japanese occupation -- 
it's the 70th anniversary -- China has banned Japanese writing in most of its large 
cities. Government propaganda runs 24/7, condemning the Japanese and the horrifying 
war crimes committed by Japanese soldiers against China. (But it's true, the Japanese 
committed unimaginable atrocities such as mass-raping women and then chopping 
them into pieces with machetes to destroy the "evidence.") 
• Helicopter patrols are now routinely witnessed across Beijing and Tianjin, where 
military choppers are flying in formation as a show of strength. 
• Massive populations of laborers are now living in underground dwellings, 
underneath the clean, high-tech buildings of Beijing that seem like world-class 
architectural achievements.  
If this covert war between China and the United States continues to escalate, it 
would ultimately devastate the economies of both nations. Both China and the 
USA are currently experiencing shockwaves in their stock markets as bubble 
economies built on debt begin to unravel. 
In these times of shaky financial foundations, it doesn't take much to topple public faith 
and unleash a mass exodus away from currencies and markets. It's also clear that the 
United States considers currency games to be acts of war while justifying "kinetic 
responses" to such events. 
This is all fully aligned with the government policies set in motion by President Obama 
in 2011. "Washington will consider using conventional weaponry in response to a cyber-
attack on the United States, according a new US strategy," reported The Telegraph: 
If the United States defines currency war attacks as "cyber attacks," then we may have 
just witnessed the first application of that new war doctrine, where electronic "attacks" 
are met with kinetic responses from the Pentagon. 
Let us all hope this doesn't escalate even further, or America will likely find itself on 
the losing side of any war involving economics, currencies or cyber warfare. 
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Breaking: Huge explosions at US army base in Japan as warehouse burns and 
emergency services rush to scene  
There have been huge explosions at a US army base in Japan.  
Helicopters have been spotted circling the area as emergency services rush to the 
scene in Sagamihara city, south of Tokyo. 
Live updates: Huge explosions at US army base in Japan 

 
Chinese Retaliation for Tianjin Would Kill 90% of All Americans 
Tuesday, August 18, 2015 6:57--The Tianjin explosion was waged as an act of war by 
the United States in response to China’s currency war with the subsequent Yuan 
devaluation, according to dissident sources from mainland China. 
China, through their new-found ally, Russia, is one of the biggest holders of EMP 
weapons as is their proxy puppet state, North Korea. There will be payback. Not so 
coincidentally, North Korea has, once again, threatened to attack the United States. 
Many have speculated that no such attack will ever take place because China 

effectively owns the United States, through 
debt holdings, and consequently would 
never unleash such an attack. However, if 
the Tianjin event is the beginning of a war 
between China and the United States, such a 
consideration would quickly go out the window 
because both nations would be involved in a 
war for survival. Further, if such a war were to 
commence, this would explain why the elite 
are increasingly preparing fortified 
underground bunkers which would withstand 

both nuclear and stand alone EMP attacks. 
http://beforeitsnews.com/war-and-conflict/2015/08/chinese-retaliation-for-tianjin-would-
kill-90-of-all-americans-2458000.html  

 
The Chinese game plan for attacking America 
Mike Adams--Based on what I've learned from multiple sources, the Chinese game plan 
for America consists of a triple-layered simultaneous surprise attack -- an "electronic 
Pearl Harbor" -- as described below. For the record, this information is gleaned from a 
combination of things I've been told, things I've read and the exercising of 
"connect the dots" logic that anticipates likely tactical moves targeting the United 
States. 
Here's the triple-layer assault America may soon face: 
Layer #1) An attack on the dollar and U.S. debt instruments. 
Layer #2) A massive cyber warfare attack on the U.S. infrastructure. 
Layer #3) An attack on U.S. military satellites to maximize the disruption of military 
communications, banking transactions, emergency services and other systems that 
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depend on satellite communications. 
I discuss each of these in more detail below: 
#1) An attack on the dollar and U.S. debt 
China is gearing up to announce its own gold-backed currency. This will be 
accompanied by a fire sale of U.S. debt on the global market, driving up U.S. borrowing 
costs across the globe, thereby accelerating America's Ponzi-style debt demise. 
The primary leverage point here is to destroy faith in the dollar (and the credit 
rating of the U.S. Treasury) at the same time the Yuan is declared to be backed by 
gold, which the Chinese government has been secretly accumulating to the tune 
of thousands of tons over the last 15 years or so. (Don't believe the official numbers 
of reported gold holdings. They are intentionally misleading.) 
The recent 1.9% devaluation of the Yuan (followed by two additional devaluations 
totaling over 4%) was merely a small tactical move in a much larger battle... a battle in 
which China is holding all the cards and most of the gold. By devaluing the Yuan, China 
is destroying the economic foundation of America's manufacturing industry, creating 
widespread bankruptcies and unemployment across the USA (which is heavily 
dependent on imports from China for its mass consumerism society). 
America's primary fiscal vulnerability is that it remains a nation drowning in debt, 
mounting up somewhere around $18 trillion so far (with about half of that under the 
Obama regime alone). The Federal Reserve has indirectly resorted to printing money to 
pay the interest on the debt, thereby compounding the debt acceleration. (i.e. the Fed 
prints money to buy up the Treasury's debt instruments.) Once China unleashes its full 
assault on the dollar, America will have little choice but to begin radically debasing its 
own currency through large-scale "quantitative easing" approaching $2 trillion per year. 
From here, the mathematical demise of the dollar is a simple inevitability that follows a 
geometric progression ending in collapse. 
In essence, America has placed itself in a position of extreme financial 
vulnerability, and all an enemy nation has to do is achieve the slightest disruption of 
the entire financial house of cards, unleashing a self-reinforcing financial cascade of 
doom. 
#2) A massive cyber warfare attack on the U.S. infrastructure 
Although the existence of the Chinese cyber warfare army division of the PLA has 
been covered in the U.S. media, the full extent of its capabilities has never been 
accurately revealed. 
What's not being publicly discussed is the fact that China's present-day hack attacks are 
merely probing attacks, primarily designed to identify vulnerabilities and gather 
information. However, China is currently holding back and intentionally not trying to 
showcase its full capabilities... nor does it wish to reveal the infrastructure targets it has 
already compromised (water facilities, nuclear power plants, city infrastructure, 
telecommunications, refineries, etc.) All these infrastructure hubs will be simultaneously 
targeted during the primary attack. 
Based on what I've researched so far, the end game strategy of the PLA is to 
coordinate a massive cyber attack wave against America at the same time China 
announces its gold-backed currency while denouncing the dollar. The two attacks 
are mutually reinforcing. In other words, the effect of each one amplifies the 
effectiveness of the other strategy. U.S. infrastructure chaos, in other words, is more 
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devastating when combined with a sudden collapse in the faith of the dollar itself (with 
all the obvious impacts across banking, commerce, Wall Street, etc.). 
In military strategy language, we often hear the term "asymmetrical warfare" which 
usually refers to terror-style attacks achieving a seemingly disproportionate 
psychological or tactical impact on the target population. However, China's cyber 
warfare strategy goes far beyond asymmetrical warfare. They are gearing up to unleash 
what can only be called computationally amplified warfare which relies 
simultaneously on the power of computational prowess (on the attacking side) and the 
rapid collapse of computational weaknesses (on the target side) to achieve speed-of-
light domination over the relative field of battle (which is now the realm of 
interconnected computers rather than cities, roads and bridges). 
Likely targets of this "computationally amplified warfare" include: 
• Nuclear power plants 
• Water pumping stations and treatment facilities 
• Transportation and logistics companies 
• Oil refineries 
• Credit card processors and transactional commerce hubs 
• Hospitals and clinics 
• Emergency responders (fire stations, police, Sheriff's offices) 
• Government (agencies, regulators and coordinators) 
• Military organizations and weapons suppliers 
• Communications hubs, including satellites and point-to-point ground-based 
transmission networks 
If you consider that cyber attacks may succeed against some percentage of these 
targets at the same time China is selling off U.S. debt, denouncing the dollar and 
disrupting financial transactions nationwide, you begin to get a sense of the total social 
chaos that can be unleashed through such an attack. 
3) An attack on U.S. military satellites 
Satellites are fragile things. Destroying them does not take much in terms of 
actual mass; it only takes targeting capabilities to direct small mass objects into 
the orbital trajectory of the satellite itself. 
This is surprisingly easy to accomplish by any nation that possesses orbital launch 
capabilities. Communications satellites move in predictable orbits with only minor 
deviations. Intersecting those orbits with small pellets of tungsten moving at ridiculously 
high velocities is ridiculously easy for any advanced nation to achieve. Because impact 
energy equals mass times velocity squared, even very small pellets of mass can shred 
satellites upon impact.  
Why tungsten? It's cheap and has very high density per volume. 
An obvious military strategy for America's enemies would be to destroy U.S. military 
and communications satellites at the same time the cyber war and currency war is 
launched. Cutting off satellite communications will paralyze the U.S. military, shut 
down banking transactions and cripple much of the nation's transactional and 
media infrastructure. The aim is to cause maximum confusion and disruption at 
the same time that stocks are crashing, banks are bleeding and debt instruments are 
collapsing. From China's point of view, it also doesn't hurt that such an attack would 
likely disable the national EBT card transaction system, sending nearly 50 million 
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Americans into mass riots across America's major cities, demanding their 
government food stamp money. 
In addition, China obviously hopes to destroy the Pentagon's secret space 
weapons (i.e. "Rod of God" orbital weapons) which are now believed to have 
rained down kinetic Hell upon Tianjin as a warning against currency 
manipulations. While such satellites may be devastating weapons against 
immobile ground targets, they have no defenses against orbital projectiles 
themselves. All the Pentagon's satellites, ultimately, are "sitting ducks" in orbit. 
As it turns out, it is far easier to destroy satellites than it is to build them, so China's 
strategy of destroying satellites is bound to out-pace America's ability to replace them. 
The destruction of satellites also has the "benefit" (from China's point of view) or 
polluting orbital paths with space debris, effectively creating "no fly zones" at high 
Earth orbit. Any object crossing into such a zone is likely to be obliterated by debris. 
The new rules of warfare 
What we're witnessing in all this is a reflection of the "new rules of warfare." Because 
today's nations are built on fragile, delusional systems of debt and propaganda, they are 
easily toppled via unconventional means that don't resemble the historical tools of 
conventional warfare. 
Specifically, you no longer have to drop bombs on a nation to shut down its factories (as 
was the default in World War II). Instead, you only have to control the programs that run 
the factories... or disrupt the commerce that financially supports the factories. Similarly, 
if you can shut down the power grid that feeds the factories, they're as good as dead. 
Much of America today is running on faith (which is really delusion), not economic 
reality, so China knows that bringing the nation to its knees does not require 
conventional bombardment. It merely requires sufficient disruption to collapse the faith. 
Once false faith collapses, the collapse of everything else follows. China merely needs 
to create enough disruption so that the average America witnesses undeniable 
evidence that they've been lied to about the strength of the dollar, the solidity of 
government, the safety of bond investments and so on. 
http://www.naturalnews.com/050863_cyber_warfare_China_destruction_of_America.ht
ml  

 
Glenn Beck claims that the USD will no longer be the World's Currency 
Play: https://youtu.be/WLseNoDccCY  

 
SITUATION CRITICAL: FORMER FED CHAIR WARNING OF DEBT BUBBLE--By 
Gregory Mannarino  
Play to 10:42: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7hMF8CfLxWg  

 
Potential Money Crash September 2015 & the Shemitah! 
Play: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rpUhhm865bM  
Is the following from Michael Snyder’s website, End of the American Dream, 
sheer coincidence? 
September 23rd – Pope Francis arrives at the White House to meet with Barack 
Obama.  Some have suggested that the timing of this event is highly unusual… 
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Francis is the 266th pope who will be meeting with President Obama on the 266th 
day of the year, leading one Internet preacher to wonder if “something is being 
birthed” on that day, since 266 days is the typical human gestation period from 
conception to birth. 

 
This 2 Day Stock Market Crash Was Larger Than Any 1 Day Stock Market Crash In 
U.S. History  Michael Snyder | This 888 point crash comes in the 8th month of our 
calendar.  

 
The Global Economy Is Officially Melting Down 
Posted By Joshua Krause | The Daily Sheeple On August 23, 2015 Years of bailouts 
and monetary expansion have created one of the most inflated and artificial economic 
booms in history, and now it appears that this global economic bubble is deflating.  
Markets across the board are melting down as we speak, and the financial crash that 
supposedly “fringe” analysts have been predicting since 2008, is finally upon us. Take a 
look at what’s going down right now. 

 The Dow has fallen 1300 points from its peak. On Friday alone, it fell by 530 
points, making it the 9th worst stock market crash in US history. 

 The Shanghai composite fell by more than 11% this week. All told, China’s stock 
market has lost a third of its value since its previous peak, and the only thing 
holding it up is their government’s intervention. It lost 4% of its value on Friday 
after it was revealed that their manufacturing activity had reached a 77 month 
low. 

 400 of the world’s richest people lost a total of $182 billion this week, amounting 
to 6.3% of their collective wealth. When the people who benefit the most from 
inflated markets are getting hurt, you know that the bubble is bursting. 

 Commodities have fallen to a 13 year low. The price of copper has reached a 
6 year low while oil has suffered its longest decline since 1986. 

That last one is very telling. You can always tell when the global economy is in bad 
shape based on the value of various commodities. It’s one of the strongest indicators for 
an economy, since it reveals how many real, tangible goods are being produced. 
Curiously, many of these commodities have been falling in value throughout the 
supposed recovery that we’ve been in since 2009. 
The only commodity that is doing well right now is gold, which has reached a six 
week high, and just had its best week since last January. Given the safe haven 
status that gold holds, it’s clear now that confidence in the US dollar and the global 
economy, is slowly slipping. Anyone who thinks that global markets will simply bounce 
back from what has occurred over the past few weeks, is downright crazy.  
http://www.infowars.com/the-global-economy-is-officially-melting-down/  

 
Sexual Orientation in the UK: Half of Young People Say they are not 100% 
Heterosexual--18-24 year-olds in Britain define themselves as something other 
than completely heterosexual, study says 
by Fiona Keating | International Business Times | August 16, 2015  

According to a new YouGov survey, 49% of 
18-24 year-olds in Britain define themselves 
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as something other than completely heterosexual. The Kinsey scale invented in 
the 1940s placed people on a range of sexual preferences from exclusively 
heterosexual at 0 to exclusively homosexual at 6. 
In the YouGov study, individuals were asked to put themselves on that sexuality 
scale. In total, 72% of the British public scored themselves at the completely 
heterosexual end of the scale, while 4% were at the completely homosexual end, 
with 19% stating they were somewhere in between – classed as bisexual by 
Kinsey. 
One of the most striking findings of the new study is that with each generation, 
people see their sexuality as less fixed and more fluid. The results for 18-24 year-

olds are particularly telling, 
with 43% placing themselves 
in the non-binary area 
between 1 and 5 and 52% 
place themselves at one end 
or the other. Of these, only 
46% say they are completely 
heterosexual and 6% as 
completely homosexual. 
Public opinion seems to 
accept the concept that 
sexual orientation exists 
along a continuum, rather 
than being a either/or choice 
between being straight and 
gay. According to YouGov, 
60% of heterosexuals support 

this idea, as do 73% of homosexuals. Read more 

 
People increasingly mutilate themselves to look demonic as transhumanist 
movement grows 
by Jonathan Benson, staff writer (NaturalNews) Debased humanity's growing 
fascination with transforming the natural human appearance into the likeness of 
demonic entities is gaining traction through a movement known as "transhumanism," or 
the blending of humans and machines, which is reportedly gaining popularity within 
some subcultures. 

Piercings and tattoos are now old news for these folks, who are 
increasingly opting for the literal injection of things like silicone 
"devil horns," internal metallic objects and even radio frequency 
identification chips directly into their bodies. And while they 
claim that doing so will help humanity, the concept reeks of the 
"mark of the beast" scenario warned about in the Bible. 
<<This photo below shows the owner of a Denmark-based 
company known as "Copenhagen Body Extremes," who is 
seen holding a skull, making a devil-worship gesture with his 
hands and proudly displaying devil horns on his head. Muffe 
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Vulnuz, according to World Crunch, is one of the ringleaders of this disturbing bodily 
mutilation trend. 

Vulnuz, who is admittedly obsessed with bodily 
mutilation, says he's already microchipped 
himself and some 300 others as part of a 
movement to create hybrid human-machines, all 
in the name of open-source technology 
advancement. 
<<Here you can see Vulnuz doing work on a 
customer's arms, possibly injecting one of his 
popular microchips into it. 
The point of the microchips, he says, is to 
supposedly help simplify people's lives and 
allow them to potentially not have to carry 
around various forms of identification, cash and 

credit cards in the future. With a microchip, he says, Vulnuz and his followers are 
"pioneering" an effort to create what one of his supporters describes as 
"connected bodies." 
"We carry with us loads of personal objects -- bank cards, driving licenses, library 
cards, house keys, office keys, car keys, which have no other goal than to identify 
us," said Hannes Sjoblad, a Seattle native and the organizer of a recent "implant 
party" that took place at Vulnuz' shop. 
"Eventually, we'll be able to get rid of all that and to replace them all with one unique 
digital identification." 
In other words, Vulnuz, Sjoblad and various others are right now benchmarking the 
push towards a cashless society in which every human being will be expected to prove 
who they are, make purchases and engage socially using injected RFID microchips, 
without which it will eventually be difficult, if not impossible, to survive. 
Satanists now injecting RFID chips into people's hands throughout Europe and 
North America 
And the movement isn't just isolated to Denmark -- according to Vulnuz, thousands of 
his microchips are being shipped to the U.S. and various locales throughout Europe, 
including in the Netherlands, Sweden, Finland, Belgium and France. 

"These implants will be like our 
internal organs," purports Hannes, 
ominously, "our kidneys, our livers, 
and they'll [fulfill] their purpose without 
us even thinking about it." 
The image below depicts the spot on 
a individual's arm where an RFID 
microchip was injected: 

And here's the mutilated face of another bodily mutilation customer who appears to 
have had implants injected into his forehead as well as designs branded onto his 
cheeks. 
Sources for this article include: 
https://www.facebook.com 
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Hackers Finally Post Stolen Ashley Madison Data of Married Adulterers 
Hackers who stole sensitive customer information from the cheating site 
AshleyMadison.com appear to have made good on their threat to post the data online.  
A data dump, 9.7 gigabytes in size, was posted on Tuesday to the dark web using an 
Onion address accessible only through the Tor browser. The files appear to include 
account details and log-ins for some 32 million users of the social networking 
site, touted as the premier site for married individuals seeking partners for affairs. 
Seven years worth of credit card and other payment transaction details are also 
part of the dump, going back to 2008. The data, which amounts to millions of 
payment transactions, includes names, street address, email addresses and 
amount paid... AshleyMadison.com claimed to have nearly 40 million users at the time 
of the breach about a month ago, all apparently in the market for clandestine 
adulterous affairs.  
“Ashley Madison is the most famous name in infidelity and married dating,” the 
site asserts on its homepage. “Have an Affair today on Ashley Madison. 
Thousands of cheating wives and cheating husbands signup everyday looking 
for an affair…. With Our affair guarantee package we guarantee you will find the 
perfect affair partner.” 

 
Jer 

23:10  

For the land is full of adulterers; for because of swearing the land 
mourneth; the pleasant places of the wilderness are dried up, and their 
course is evil, and their force is not right. 

 
Jer 

23:11  
For both prophet and priest are profane; yea, in my house have I found 
their wickedness, saith the LORD. 

 
Jer 

23:12  

Wherefore their way shall be unto them as slippery ways in the darkness: 
they shall be driven on, and fall therein: for I will bring evil upon them, even 
the year of their visitation, saith the LORD. 

 
1Co 

6:9  

Know ye not that the unrighteous shall not inherit the kingdom of God? Be 
not deceived: neither fornicators, nor idolaters, nor adulterers, nor 
effeminate, nor abusers of themselves with mankind, 

 
1Co 

6:10  
Nor thieves, nor covetous, nor drunkards, nor revilers, nor extortioners, 
shall inherit the kingdom of God. 

 
1Co 

6:11  
And such were some of you: but ye are washed, but ye are sanctified, but 
ye are justified in the name of the Lord Jesus, and by the Spirit of our God. 

Heb 
13:4b  

…whoremongers and adulterers God will judge. 

 

2Ch 
29:6 

For our fathers have trespassed, and done that which was evil in the eyes 
of the LORD our God, and have forsaken him, and have turned away their 
faces from the habitation of the LORD, and turned their backs. 

Pro 
5:21 

For the ways of man are before the eyes of the LORD, and he pondereth all 
his goings. 
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Pro 
15:3 

The eyes of the LORD are in every place, beholding the evil and the good. 

Amo 
9:8 

Behold, the eyes of the Lord GOD are upon the sinful kingdom, and I will 
destroy it from off the face of the earth;  

1Pe 
3:12 

For the eyes of the Lord are over the righteous, and his ears are open unto 
their prayers: but the face of the Lord is against them that do evil. 

http://www.wired.com/2015/08/happened-hackers-posted-stolen-ashley-madison-
data/

 
Freemasons Begin Open Advocacy Of Petrus Romanus; Indicate He Is Selected 
Harbinger Of Final Occult World Order 
August 16, 2015 by SkyWatch Editor Why does Freemasonry – an organization 

condemned by the Catholic 
Church – openly support 
Pope Francis? In an 
unprecedented 
development, for the first 
time in history, this 
organization, labelled by 
previous pontiffs as the 
“synagogue of Satan”, is 
openly welcoming and 
embracing the Roman 
Catholic Pontiff. Pope 
Francis’ election sparked 
an almost jubilant 
outpouring of support 
and welcome from 
Freemasons around the 
world.  In fact, as reported 
by the Masonic Press 
Agency , several Grand 
Lodges in Latin America, 

Europe and Asia simultaneously welcomed the election of the new Catholic Pope 
– unprecedented in the history of the Catholic Church.. It is worth reminding the 
reader that for the Catholic Church, membership in freemasonry means automatic 
excommunication. Cardinal Ratzinger (Pope Emeritus Benedict XVI), then Prefect of the 
Congregation for the Doctrine of the Faith, on November 26, 1983, emphasized: “The 
faithful who enroll in Masonic associations are in a state of grave sin and may not 
receive Holy Communion…. Consequently, neither the excommunication nor the other 
penalties envisaged have been abrogated.” 
Numerous popes have condemned freemasonry throughout the ages. Pope Leo XIII 
called freemasonry the “synagogue of Satan”. (READ MORE) 

 
MEXICAN CARTELS RUN AZ DESERT...70 Miles Inside Border... 
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FLORENCE, Arizona — “Nobody does,” Pinal County Sheriff Paul Babeu told Breitbart 
News when asked who has operational control of this region of the United States of 
America. 
Babeu was on a helicopter tour of Mexican drug cartel scout locations in caves in the 
side of mountains throughout the desert about 70 miles inside the U.S. border. 
Essentially, that means U.S. sovereignty is gone for hundreds, perhaps 
thousands, of square miles throughout the American southwest. 
Babeu was leading the helicopter tour with Dr. Ben Carson, a GOP presidential 
candidate, after briefing Carson on everything happening at the border. 
Among other things that Babeu showed Carson and Breitbart News on this helicopter 
tour were how this far inside the border on high ground there are scores of scout 
sites where cartel operatives serve as lookouts for smugglers bringing drugs, 
people and other contraband into the country. 
“If they can operate up to this degree, 70 miles north of the border, in law enforcement 
we call that a clue,” Babeu said in a brief exclusive interview outside the helicopter after 
landing back at the Pinal County Sheriff’s Office.  

 
'Homeland Security' dumping violent illegals into US towns...  
The Department of Homeland Security (DHS) has been releasing illegal immigrants with 
violent criminal records back into local U.S. communities, where they have often gone 
on to commit violent crimes against American citizens, according to new disclosures by 
a leading lawmaker and local law enforcement agencies. 
Rep. Matt Salmon (R., Ariz.) and law enforcement officials petitioned the Obama 
administration on Wednesday to end a policy that enables illegal immigrants with 
criminal records to be released back into the United States. 
“Despite the repeated attacks on American citizens by illegal aliens released from 
our jails, DHS refuses to stop freeing violent criminals who are in our country 
illegally,” Salmon wrote in his letter to DHS. “Just today, we learned of three more 
individuals set free on law-abiding Arizonans by the Department of Homeland 
Security. Their crimes included the beating to death of a seven-week-old baby 
and the stabbing, beating, and immolation of a police informant.” 

 
400,000 children born to illegals each year, given automatic citizenship...  
Watchdog groups say up to 400,000 children are born in the United States to 
illegal immigrants each year. If they are born on U.S. soil, they are entitled to 
citizenship under an interpretation of the 14th Amendment. Children of non-
citizens who are born here can petition for legal status for their parents when 
they turn 21, which critics of the law say provides incentive for people to try to 
cross illegally into the United States in order to give birth. 

 
Ten states and District of Columbia issue drivers licenses to illegals... 
Ten states and the District of Columbia now issue driver’s licenses to illegal 
immigrants as of the summer of 2015, according to a report from the Pew 
Charitable Trusts. 
California, Colorado, Connecticut, Illinois, Maryland, Nevada, New Mexico, Utah, 
Vermont, and Washington, as well as Washington, D.C,, issue driver’s licenses to 
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illegal immigrants. The states are estimated to have an illegal immigrant 
population of 4,120,000 combined. 
The report says that nearly 37 percent of illegal immigrants live in an area where 
they may obtain a license. 

 
Armed Black Panthers March in Texas: 'Oink oink, bang bang!'... 
WALLER COUNTY, Texas — A group of armed members of the New Black Panther 
Party marched on the Waller County Jail Wednesday afternoon chanting “The revolution 
is on… Off the pigs,” and “Oink Oink… Bang Bang!” The group of about fifteen Black 
Panthers exercised their First and Second Amendment rights. The group was met in 
Waller County by a large contingent of Harris County (Houston) Sheriff’s Office 
deputies. 
In order to avoid a repeat of last weekend’s disturbance where protesters invaded the 
Sheriff’s Office foyer and engaged in disruptive behavior, Waller County Sheriff R. 
Glenn Smith called the Harris County Sheriff’s Office to request assistance under a 
regional assistance agreement. Harris County sent in about seventy-five deputies 
including about ten horse mounted crowd-control deputies and approximately 
thirty crowd-control deputies in riot gear. 

 
U.S. Intel. Report: ISIS Planning Mass-Casualty Attack Inside the United States 
Analysts in the intelligence community warned the Islamic State may be 
preparing to carry out a mass-casualty terrorist attack, rather than encouraging 
its international supporters to carry out ‘lone-wolf’ attacks. 
Increased competition for recruits and prestige with different jihadist factions are being 
floated as causes for this possible shift in emphasis. Groups such as Al-Qaeda in the 
Arabian Peninsula (AQAP) typically are more focused on larger attacks, such as the 
massacre at Charlie Hebdo, or plots against airliners. The Islamic State may be 
attempting to portray itself as capable and powerful in that regard. 
Lt-Gen. Mark Hertling told CNN “I think they’re taking a lot of the new recruits that don’t 
have time to train, who have not been brought up in their systems, and they’re using 
them to create the type of mass casualty which produces the media attention, which is 
exactly what they want, that shows they’re still powerful.” 
Despite the U.S.-led bombing campaign and ISIS fighting wars on every front, losing 
thousands of fighters, the Islamic State is still estimated to have the same number of 
fighters as it did last year (20,000 to 30,000). Its sophisticated recruitment methods 
have enabled the organization to replenish its forces as fast as their enemies can 
kill them. 

 
ISIS Group Issues Chilling Warning to America...'Soon, Very Soon You Will See'... 
A representative for a pro-Islamic State hacking group issued a chilling warning to 
members of the U.S. military and government Wednesday, promising that “very 
soon” followers of the organization would retaliate for overseas bombing 
targeting the terror organization. 
Speaking to TheBlaze using smartphone messenger application Kik, a 
representative for the Islamic State Hacking Division said the group is constantly spying 
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on U.S. servicemen. The organization on Tuesday published personal information 
purporting to belong to U.S. military and government online. 
They said: “Just like they spy on muslims, we are spying on them, watching their 
employees, watching their soldiers, recording their movements and taking their 
location information and passing it on to the soldiers of the islamic state,” 
the anonymous male member told TheBlaze. 
“they have no security just like their employees and military personnel have no OpSec,” 
he continued, “they are people who like to brag and boast and this is to our advantage.” 
“the brothers don’t need to attack them in military bases or secured buildings,” 
the hacking group member added. “they can now turn up in their houses. in their 
homes. this is war, what did you expect? u think u can bomb the islamic state and 
we don’t do nothing back? soon, very soon you will see.” 
When asked exactly what could be expected to be seen “soon,” the member 
replied, “you will see when US military and government personnel start getting 
beheaded in their homes.” 
The individual said that his group targets government employees as well as military 
members because “their kufr (disbelief) makes their blood halal.” 

 
Alleged ISIS leak compromises hundreds of U.S. military & intelligence emails — 
Dept of Defense is ‘looking into it’ 

August 11, 2015--A Twitter account 
claiming to be the “IS Hacking 
Division” has published what 
appears to be an extensive directory 
of government emails, passwords, 
credit cards, phone numbers, and 
addresses spanning U.S. military 
departments and divisions, the FBI, 
U.S. embassies, the Library of 
Congress, U.S. city officials, the 
British Embassy, the FTC, and 

NASA, as well as possible personnel at Wells Fargo. 
VentureBeat is able to confirm that the U.S. Department of Defense is “looking 
into” this alleged hack. We’ve also independently verified that at least several of 
the items included on that list contained accurate information, but that several of 
the people were not aware that the leak had occurred.<<This would make Muslim 
Obama very happy.  
Upon our contacting the U.S. Department of Defense, a spokesperson acknowledged 
the alleged leak, telling VentureBeat: “We are certainly looking into it, but I don’t have 
anything more than that.” Later, the spokesperson shared: 
We’ve also reached out to dozens of the phone numbers listed in the document. 
We spoke with members of the Utah Air National Guard, the US African 
Development Foundation, and the United States Central Command (CENTCOM). 
All three confirmed that at least a portion of the sensitive information included was 
accurate. They also confirmed that the listed government affiliation is accurate. We 
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aren’t naming them because of the sensitivity of the leak and potential security 
clearances. 
At the bottom of the document is a series of screencaps prefaced with a warning from 
ISIS: “We Are Watching You – You have ZERO OpSEC – this is just 1% of what we 
know!” [sic] 
We have reached out to the U.S. army, Facebook, and Twitter to further verify the 
veracity of these accounts. 

 
Active Duty U.S. Marines Instructed To Back Down From the Fight 

Posted on August 7, 2015  By John Farnam Training 
International, Inc  
Ft Collins, CO –-(Ammoland.com)- A friend on active duty, 
sent me this today: 
It is an “advisory” e-mailed to active-duty, USMC 
troopers: 
“If they are not shooting, do what they say and do not 
move 
Only you can draw the line on what you will do, or not do, 
to preserve your life and the lives of others 

If shooting starts, you need to make you own choice, stay still and hope they 
don’t shoot, or run for an exit in a zigzag. This is not a recommendation to fight, 
but a choice to fight when there are no other options” 
What dishonorable, sickening, intelligence-insulting drivel! 
Marines are told it is okay to “fight,” but only after terrorists start shooting, and 
even then, they may not fight effectively. Only terrorists get to be armed! 
And, Marines are instructed to cooperatively do anything terrorists demand, until 
the moment they start shooting. However, when you wait until they “start 
shooting,” you’ve obviously waited too long! 
But, it is okay to “hope” they don’t murder you as you cower in a corner! 
My friend adds: “I’m disgusted with what passes as ‘leadership’ in our military 
today. From the foregoing, you can see that we are under the charge of a 
cowardly group of ‘uniformed politicians,’ who may qualify as ‘managers,’ but are 
definitely not leaders! We have no respect for them, personally nor 
professionally!” 
My comment: Nor should you! I’m disgusted too! US Marines are cynically 
instructed to “draw the line, ” but never given anything with which to draw it! 
When forcibly disarmed (by your superiors) and facing armed terrorists, how 
does one “draw the line?” That part of the “plan” is curiously left unexplained of 
the foregoing advisory! 
US Marines are now instructed not even to wear their uniforms, as it might 
“provoke” terrorists, and “offend” liberals. 
Back in the day, we were all armed, officially or otherwise. Our mantra was: 
“We’re US Marines…! Everybody fights! Nobody quits!” 
Those days are apparently long-gone! Today, we are told: 

 (1) Our enemies and invincible, so resistance is futile. 
 (2) We can’t be trusted with guns, and 
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 (3) “Hope” is our official, and only approved, strategy. 
“Disgusting” hardly does it justice! 
http://www.ammoland.com/2015/08/active-duty-u-s-marines-instructed-to-back-
down-from-the-fight/  

 
ISIS Led Paramilitary Forces Are Probing US Defenses In Preparation for a Major 
Attack  
There are claims that are going to be made in this article that will, on the surface, seem 
to be quite unbelievable. However, the facts have established that ISIS and their 
partners (e.g. Hamas, Sinoloas , Zetas, Sanchez Peredes) have penetrated into 
the United States and have set up deep cover residence. This latter fact is not 
surprising. What is surprising is that ISIS has engaged the US military and the the US 
military has engaged an ISIS led conglomeration of terror groups on US soil. 
In the first part of this article, the case supporting a strong ISIS presence on American 
soil is made. In the second part of the article, the case for the engagement of ISIS led 
forces is offered.  
John Moore and Dan Page’s assertion that ISIS was a motivating force in the Ferguson 
riots was supported by the following photo and two tweets. 

[3] 
[4] 

[5] 
As you get ready to watch football, realize that they are here. They exploit every 
situation and they are recruiting our youth. 
Between John Moore’s warning and the visual evidence, there is not doubt that ISIS has 
established their presence in places like St. Louis/Ferguson. 
Pam Geller and Draw a Prophet Event 
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[6] 
How quickly we forget about Pam Geller’s “Draw a 
Prophet” event in Richardson, Texas in which two 
ISIS member traveled from Phoenix to Texas 
intent on killing everyone at the event but were 
fortunately stopped by local law enforcement. ISIS 
claimed responsibility for the attack on American 
soil. 
[7] 

<<ISIS taking credit for the Garland, TX attack. 
 
Then we have sleeper cell assassin, 
Muhammad Youssuf Abdulazeez, who 
murdered four American servicemen on the 
first day of Jade Helm exercises. 
The attack on American military recruiters in 
Chattanooga, TN., was carried out with 
sophisticated military precision. Abdulazzeez 
carried a diversion attack to draw law 
enforcement to one area, so he could carry out 

his primary attack seven miles away. The diversion bought him the time he needed to 
carry out the execution of these servicemen. 

Of course, ISIS wasted no time claiming responsibility for 
this heinous crime. 
<<[9] ISIS tweet connected to Chattanooga attacks on 
military recruiters. 
---------------------------------------- 

ISIS Base 
Camp Near El 
Paso 
 
ISIS base 
camp, eight 
miles from El 
Paso Texas. 
Source: 

Judicial Watch. 
ISIS is operating a camp just a few 
miles from El Paso, Texas, according to Judicial Watch sources [13] that includes a 
Mexican Army field grade officer and a Mexican Federal Police Inspector. Yet, President 
Obama is completely ignoring this fact. This is a monumental national security issue 
and all we hear from the Obama administration officials are the proverbial crickets 
chirping. Obama is willing to chase ISIS into Syria and risk a confrontation with Russia, 
but he ignores this well-documented ISIS base camp which is located mere miles from 
the border and El Paso, Texas.  



So is there any doubt that ISIS is here and they are probing our defense before 
the final attack. 
Last week, I published a story which detailed the interconnection between most major 
Middle Eastern terror groups & drug cartels and gang like MS-13 which is the largest 
drug and arms shipping cartel in the world, the Sanchez Peredes,  as well as most of 
the major Mexcian drug cartels who are receiving paramilitary training in San Salvador. 
Training for what? Many are thinking that they are training for military incursions 
into the United States. 
Greeley, Colorado and Cheyenne Wyoming 
Paul Martin contacted me last night to inform me that a Weld County Sheriff had 
confided in him that he knew for a fact that ISIS was in both Greeley and Cheyenne. No 
other details were conveyed. However, this is very interesting because the Monfort 
Meat Packing Plant was routinely raided by the Federal Goverment for hiring a massive 
amount of illegal aliens. In this present administration, no such raid would ever take 
place because Obama has opened the flood gates to illegal immigrants. The Monfort 
plant would be an ideal location for terrorists, posing as immigrants to work and build a 
staging are from which to launch their future operations. Documented recent history 
serves to support this notion. 
Conclusion 
It is clear when we look at the current event, and combine them with past events, that 
terrorist organizations, with paramilitary training, would cross our border like any 
other immigrant. Only these “immigrants” have dire intentions. 

 
Bombshell! UN to Allow Iran to Inspect 
Own Military Sites  
<<Foreign Minister Mohammad Javad Zarif 
laughs towards the end of the nuclear 
negotiations in Vienna. (Photo: © Reuters) 
Dropping a bombshell on the Iranian 
nuclear agreement negotiated by U.S. 
along with other world powers and Iran, the 
AP has disclosed that Iran will be 
allowed to use its own inspectors in 

sites suspected of military development of nuclear weapons. 
The revelation comes from a document seen by the AP regarding two parts of the 
agreement that were kept secret. As per the agreement, two key passages were 
negotiated separately between the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA), a 
UN agency, and Iran, were to remain secret. 
The secret parts of the deal concern inspections of the Parchin military installation, 
which has been under suspicion for years for conducting research on nuclear weapons 
and long-range ballistic missiles. A second secret deal centers on separate negotiations 
to resolve the issue of possible military dimensions (PMD) of Iran’s nuclear program. 
Neither the Congress, the secretary of state or the U.S. president can view the 
secret “annexes” of the deal according to the negotiated agreement. 

 
Iran Amasses Troops to Destroy Jerusalem: New Regime Video 
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While the U.S. Congress mulls the nuclear deal with Iran that opens up $150 
billion to the extremist regime, Tehran is ramping up its genocidal calls against 
the State of Israel as well as threatening America. 
A video released this month by the regime shows a mock-up of the amassing of 
thousands of troops loyal to the Islamic Republic on the outskirts of Jerusalem. 
Titled in Persian, Preparation of the Complete Destruction of Israel by the Iranian 
Revolutionary Guards Islamic Revolution in Iran, the animated video (see below) 
shows soldiers gathering together with their weapons, helmets, books and 
keffiyahs– some from the Revolutionary Guards, some from the Iranian-backed 
Iraqi Shia Badr Organization with others from Hezbollah, Hamas and the Qassam 
Brigades. 
The video was produced by Islamic Revolution Design House. 
Proof that money from the nuclear deal will end up funding terror was found in 
Iranian Supreme Leader Ayatollah Khamenei's latest tweet (see below) on his 
Twitter accounts, which promised support to terror organizations Hamas and 
Hezbollah, among others, for fighting Israel. 

The Iranian regime’s continual threats 
against Israel were also manifest in a 
video released by Al-Alam, an Iranian 
TV network, in which militants from 
the Gaza branch of Fatah's Al-Aqsa 
Martyrs' Brigades were interviewed 
while they stood inside a tunnel from 
which they intend to attack Israel. 
The brigade claimed the tunnel 
runs two miles and opens inside 
Israel. 
Palestinian Media Watch notes that, 
“The announcement that Fatah's Al-

Aqsa Martyrs' Brigades, internationally recognized as a terror organization, is asking for 
money from Iran comes at the same time that the PA (Palestinian Authority) has 
announced that Mahmoud Abbas will be visiting Iran.” 
 As the organization previously reported, “Senior PLO (Palestinian Liberation 
Organization) official Abbas Zaki said strengthening ties with Iran is ‘an inevitable step if 
we [the Palestinians] want to confront the Israeli occupation.'" 
Source URL: http://www.clarionproject.org/news/iran-amasses-troops-destroy-
jerusalem-new-regime-video 

 
Maine, USA: Three Somali Muslim Immigrants Brutally Murder a Citizen in His 
Home – Judge Quickly Seals Case From Public View 
<<Pictured: (the victim) 49-year-old health-care worker Freddy Akoa.   

Authorities in Portland, Maine, have arrested 
three Muslim Somali-American men in 
connection with the brutal killing of a man 
inside his apartment, then moved quickly to 
seal the case from public view. 
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Police arrested Abil Teshome, 23, Mohamud Mohamed, 36, and Osman Sheikh, 
31, on Thursday. All three are charged with the murder of 49-year-old health-care 
worker Freddy Akoa. 
Police have provided almost no information on the killing, not the cause of death, not 
the type of weapon used, nor any possible motive for the killing. They even refused to 
release prison mugshots of the suspects. The Associated Press and local TV stations 
failed to identify the three suspects by their country of origin or race. 

 
More Current Headlines Read:  
Muslim Terroist Asylum Seeker Beheads IKEA Shopper in Sweden  
The Swedish government and media are doing their best to conceal any evidence 
that the Muslim Eritrean knife attackers (who killed two people in IKEA) were 
Muslims. But an independent photo obtained (below) appears to show that at 
least one of the victims was beheaded in the store. 
Thanks to Vlad Tepes, we now have a photo that the mainstream media will not 
post. Nothing is yet confirmed, but expect more to come out about this apparent 
Islam-inspired beheading of two infidels. Of course, police were quick to point out 
that they didn’t think the murders were “politically motivated.” 
Police in central Sweden have increased security at MUSLIM asylum seeker 
lodgings, fearing a backlash after two Eritrean asylum seekers were detained on 
suspicion of murdering two people at an IKEA store. Police said there was no 
evidence of any political motive. The victims did not have any connection to their 
attackers, police said. The store temporarily halted knife sales as the attackers 
used knives from the shelves there. 
Per ABCNews 
 Security camera footage from the brutal attack reportedly shows the 35-year-old 
man grabbing two knives from the kitchenware section just before two shoppers 
are attacked. He is seen stabbing and then hacking at the neck of one victim, 
according to Swedish newspaper Aftonbladet. 
The government has blocked any footage from being released, in order to quell 
“Islamophobia.” And for two full days, they would not permit the police from even 
telling the public a Muslim was involved — using that time to deploy troops to 
“protect” centers where Muslim migrants are publicly housed. 
The Express reports the suspect had met with migration officials just hours 
before the attack, and was soon to be deported. He reportedly got another Muslim 
Eritrean to join him in the IKEA attack, which was likely religiously or ethnically-
motivated out of anger. Both victims were White native Swedes. 
15-Year-old Pregnant Swedish Girl Taken Hostage by ISIS 

 
ISIS Straps an 11-Year-old Yazidi Girl on Hood of (U.S. Made) Humvee as Human 
Shield Before Entering Battle 
 A depraved Islamic State militant used an 11-year-old sex slave as a human 

shield by strapping her to the bonnet of 
his car while driving into battle. 
The terrified girl was left screaming for 
her life after being tied to the windscreen 
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of a Humvee military vehicle to protect her captor from enemy gunfire. 
When she is not being paraded through war zones, the Yazidi child is repeatedly 
raped by the fanatic, activists have revealed. 
The girl is among 3,750 prisoners from the minority sect who were captured 
during the terror group’s brutal uprising through northern Iraq last year. 
Many have been sold at slave markets destined for a life of sickening abuse at the 
hands of their captors. 
A lawyer who runs a group that has rescued more than 1,000 Yazidis from ISIS 
through a network of informers, said the girl was still being held by her captor. 
He told The Sun: ‘He rapes her. She told me herself over the phone.’ 
 Speaking on a visit to a refugee camp in Iraq to highlight their ordeal, the 73-
year-old said: ‘The stories are mirror images of the foulest stories from Belsen 
and Auschwitz concentration camps. 
‘It’s a re-run of the stories I heard growing up as a post World War Two child. This 
is Hitler and Stalin all wrapped up together.’ 
One victim, a mother-of-three named Khalida who managed to escape, told how 
the disabled and elderly women were separated for prisoner swaps and that 
virgins were also singled out. 

And their fate can also be 
death for those who 
disobey. 
Just last week it emerged 
that ISIS fanatics had 
executed 19 women for 
refusing to have sex with 
its fighters. 
 <<She also verified a 
disturbing ISIS document 
which suggested the 
extremists sell the Yazidi 
and Christian women and 
children they have 
abducted, with girls aged 
just one to nine-years-old 
fetching the most money. 

 
Muslim Rapist Openly Admits ‘..al-Qur’an Not Only Gives Me the Right to Rape 
You, It Condones and Encourages It..’  
Warning: Graphic--In the moments before he raped the 12-year-old girl, the Islamic 
State fighter took the time to explain that what he was about to do was not a sin. 
Because the pre-teen girl practised a religion other than Islam, the Koran not only 
gave him the right to rape her – it condoned and encouraged it, he insisted. 
He bound her hands and gagged her. Then he knelt beside the bed and prostrated 
himself in prayer before getting on top of her. When it was over, he knelt to pray 
again, bookending the rape with acts of religious devotion. “I kept telling him it 
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hurts – please stop,” said the girl, whose body is so small an adult could circle her waist 
with two hands. 
“He told me that according to Islam he is allowed to rape an unbeliever. He said 
that by raping me, he is drawing closer to God,” she said in an interview 
alongside her family in a refugee camp in Qadiya, Iraq, to which she escaped after 
11 months of captivity. 
The systematic rape of women and girls from the Yazidi religious minority has become 
deeply enmeshed in the organisation and the radical theology of Islamic State in the 
year since the group announced it was reviving slavery as an institution. Interviews with 
21 women and girls who recently escaped Islamic State, as well as an examination of 
the group’s official communications, illuminate how the practice has been enshrined in 
the group’s core tenets. 

 
'ISIS Head Repeatedly Raped US Aid Worker Kayla Mueller ...  
Disturbing details have come to light about the ordeal faced by American aid worker 
Kayla Mueller, who was captured by the Islamic State and repeatedly raped by the 
terror organization’s self-proclaimed caliph, Abu Bakr Al-Baghdadi. 
A Yazidi eyewitness, who also suffered sexual assault, apparently told American 
officials of Mueller’s torture and rape. 
"We were told Kayla was tortured, that she was the property of al-Baghdadi. We 
were told that in June by the government," Kayla's parents, Carl and Marsha 
Mueller, confirmed to ABC News. 
"They told us that he married her, and we all understand what that means," Carl 
Mueller, told The Associated Press. 
ISIS held the 26-year old from Arizona for some 18 months before she was killed.  
The Yazidi said Mueller refused to escape with her and others because she could 
endanger them as she was more-easily recognizable. She also cared for other 
captives during their time together. 
The Islamic State has a track record of enslaving women, selling them in markets 
and repeatedly raping them before passing them on to other fighters. 

 
ISIS Publicly Whips 20 Women for Not Veiling Eyes  
Dragged into the center of the market, the women were lashed with a whip the 
size of which 'even a large animal couldn’t withstand.' 

Stomach-churning Video Shows an ISIS Toddler Beheading His Teddy Bear  
The Islamic State is spreading its evil, murderous doctrine unto the next 
generation.  

Two Muslim Brothers Behead Their Teen Sister and Parade Her Head Around 
Their Village in India 

 
Muslim Terrorists Target Hindus and Buddhists in Bangkok Thailand 
Bomb Attack 

 
Rescued Sex Slaves Need Asylum from Islamic State 
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Rev Majed el-Shafie is a human rights advocate and the founder of One Free World 
International, which campaigns for the rights of persecuted religious minorities 
worldwide. He spoke with Clarion about his recent trip to Iraq and what he saw there.  
Tortured and sentenced to death in his native Egypt for his conversion to Christianity, 
Rev Majed knows first-hand the suffering caused by religious persecution.  
He recently travelled to Iraq on a mission to interview and rescue Yazidi girls who had 
been captured by the Islamic State and sold into sex-slavery. He met with many girls 
who had suffered all kinds of trauma. One 9 year old girl related how she had been 
raped 20 times a day. 
Rev Majed and One World International rescued many girls through back channels, 
buying them out of captivity. Once rescued, they are moved to a safe house run with a 
local partner organization where they can rest and begin to heal. Different girls all suffer 
different levels of trauma and require delicate and different approaches to healing. 
In addition to those he rescued some 400 Yazidi girls have escaped, out of an 
estimated 7,000. 
Many are rejected by their communities once they return. This is because of concepts of 
honor – a girl who has been raped is regarded as tainted or damaged. The attack is not 
just on her, but is also perceived to be on the honor of male members of the community. 
This is worse if the girls return pregnant. 
Although the abuses of the Islamic State are horrific, he highlighted that the Iranian 
sponsored shiite-militias can be just as bad. He said "the shiite militias and ISIS are two 
sides of the same coin." 
Rev Majed told Clarion that it is a top priority that girls be allowed asylum into 
countries like the US and Canada, so that they can start a new life away from 
community stigma and from physical danger. 
Immigration lawyers and those with political connections are needed to raise 
awareness of the plight of these girls. In democracies governments are obliged to 
listen to the concerns of their citizens. Therefore, he said, it is incumbent upon 
citizens of democracies to demand that their governments provide refuge for 
Yazidi girls traumatized by ISIS. 
Once safely in their new country, these young girls will have an opportunity to heal and 
to start their lives afresh. 
He is a leading voice in the fight to gain asylum for survivors of Islamic State sex slavery 
and he will be tireless in that struggle. 
But he needs your help. 
Find out more about One Free World International.  

 
No Asylum in America for Yazidis Fleeing ISIS  
Yazidi refugees in Turkey demonstrate for asylum ahead of a visit by UN Special 
Despite the thousands of Yazidis who have been displaced by the Islamic State, 
only 10 Yazidi families have received asylum in the United States. 

 “None of these families [in U.S.] are related to 
the crisis” Abid Shamden, who works with 
Yazda, told Fox News. “But many are still 
there” he added. “They are not given any 
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special status. They are all treated as the same. My family has been waiting since 2012 
for visas.” 
Last year, an estimated 40,000 Yazidis were trapped on Mount Sinjar in Iraq 
without food or water, encircled by Islamic State forces. Many were later rescued 
after a U.S. bombing campaign, but not before several thousand died. 
Around 350,000 Yazidis fled to Iraqi Kurdistan and around 14,000 live in refugee 
camps in Turkey. Tracking the precise numbers and whereabouts of the refugees 
is very difficult because of both the scale of the problem and the chaos in the 
region. 
Orlando Airport To Open $250K Muslim Prayer Room... 

 
Slovakian Government Refuses to Cave to UN’s Demands to Take in Muslims—
Says They Will Only Take in Persecuted Christians  
The Slovakian government will now be accepting Christians who are persecuted 
by Muslims. The UN is telling Slovakia that they must, as well, take in Muslims, 
but Slovakia is firmly responding: 'We will only take Christians!'  
Babar Baloch, Central Europe spokesman for the UN's refugee agency (UNHCR), said:  
Resettlement is greatly needed for many refugees who are at extreme risk among the 
world's most vulnerable groups. …We encourage governments to take an inclusive 
approach while considering refugees for resettlement and should not base their 
selection on discrimination.  
But Slovakia is still sticking with what it wants, and that is persecuted Christians.  
THERE ARE SO MANY CHRISTIAN SUFFERING IN PAKISTAN. HELP US RESCUE 
CHRISTIANS FROM ISLAMIC PERSECUTION. CLICK HERE TO MAKE A 
DONATION THAT WILL SAVE CHRISTIAN LIVES FROM MUSLIM TERRORISTS  
Source 

 
Petition: Stop ISIS’s Genocide of Christians 
ISIS is brutal beyond words. 
It is beheading, raping, and selling Christians. 
Hundreds of thousands of Christians have been forced to flee or die – to abandon 
their lives or allow their children to be sold as sex slaves. But where can they 
run? 
For more than a year, ISIS’s jihadist army has been on a bloody rampage, 
profiting from genocide, and tracking down Christians for sale and slaughter. It 
kidnaps Christians. It massacres Christians. 
Christians are dying every day. 
At the ACLJ, we’ve been aggressively working in Congress and through our 
global offices – including in the region – to defend persecuted Christians. We’re 
leading the charge. 
Unless we defeat and destroy ISIS, Christians in the region will be exterminated. 
Take action with us to stop the genocide today. 
Petition to Stop ISIS’s Genocide of Christians 
http://aclj.org/persecuted-church/stop-isiss-genocide-of-christians  
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Black Modern Day Slavery Was Started by Islam In Africa and Was At 
Least 19 Times Worse than the American Black Slave Trade Ever Was  
Play from 15:00 to 25:45 & 26:43 to 28:02 & 30:07 to 37:00: 
https://youtu.be/4Nj25qJw0iQ  
<<President of Sudan Omar al-Bashir since 30 June 1989 

 
It IS About Islam  
Play: https://youtu.be/s-DFx5TNmKM  
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